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Semester A Project and Campaign Update Report
Wellbeing Wednesdays
Activities team have taken the programme on board – they run sessions every Wednesday and produce
monthly materials so students can plan in advance.
Academic Societies
I tended to the academic societies area at the Freshers Fair. Academic Society subscriptions are up by 17.6%.
Nursing, Education and Computer Science Societies are doing well, and give support where required.
Website Reforms
These were actioned by the marketing team and the changes are now completed.
Graduation
I got feedback in Speak Week (300 pieces) on graduation: timings, location and guest amounts. I presented this
data at VCSU. It is now an agenda item on the Start of Term Working Group. I have had a meeting with an HSU
trustee board member. It was briefly brought up in one of the committees I attend too.
White T-shirt Social
I conducted research and then submitted a motion to Student Council. The policy is in process as part of a
wider ‘socials’ policy review.
SCO/Rep Relationships
I keep in touch with SCO’s via email and WhatsApp. I encourage them to attend events at UH and HSU. I
helped organise them a stall at fresher’s fair to promote rep elections. I have spoken with the SCO’s I am
paired with to gain a termly update, either in person or via email. I have also taken part in appraisals.
Lecture Gaps
I have been dealing with this via the various timetabling meetings that I attend. The topic links into other areas
and is therefore proving to be time consuming but it is well received.
UH Website Changes for Student Parents
I worked with UH MarComms to have information added for Student Parents. I liaised with a student who
gained wider feedback from others to shape the pages. A side project came from this project, breast-feeding
facilities are now available to find on the WayFinder app
SU-wide BAME Campaign
I created an SU-wide campaign split into three different sections “HSU day-to-day”, “HSU big statement” and
“UH lobbying and work”. Each officer has taken on a handful of projects to lobby for. I created a concept for
the roll-up banner, website main page, 4 addition pages and social content for the launch week 27-30.01.2020.
Post-Study Work Visa
I have written a letter to the Prime Minister/the Prime Minister’s Office asking for more comprehensive
information and I also asked a few specific questions. The letter was short as it was capped at 1000 characters,
but I have retained a copy of it.

